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Abstract

X10 is a high-productivity programming language that internally supports parallel and distributed computing. X10 is based on an APGAS (Asynchronous Partitioned Global Address Space) programming model. Applications written in X10 can run on multiple places, which are abstractions of computation nodes, create activities to perform parallel computations in the same place by using aasync statements, or perform distributed computing by changing the execution places by using at statements. In this paper, we report on our experiences in porting typical applications for high-performance computing to X10. These applications were originally written in C with MPI, and the ported applications were written in pure X10. We confirmed that the X10 port of these applications showed comparable performance and scalability in a large-scale, parallel, and distributed environment such as Power® 775, which is one of IBM®’s latest supercomputers. We also report several techniques to obtain good performance in X10 for typical coding patterns such as array accesses, broadcasts, and data exchanges of ghost regions of data.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.1.3 [PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES]; Concurrent Programming

General Terms Languages, Performance

Keywords X10, APGAS, SPMD, MPI, HPC, high performance computing, proxy applications, CoMD, MCCK

1. Introduction

For simulating real parallel and distributed applications such as analyzing nuclear reactors, community groups called co-design centers provide parallel and distributed applications, which are called proxy applications (or proxy apps). Proxy apps can be used to observe and explore parallelism and memory layouts in distributed environments.

X10 is a modern object-oriented programming language that introduces new constructs significantly simplify scale-out programming based on an APGAS (Asynchronous Partitioned Global Address Space) programming model. One fundamental goal of X10 is to enable scalable, high-performance, high-productivity programming for high-end computers for traditional numerical computation workloads such as weather simulation, molecular dynamics, and particle transport problems.

We are studying the applicability of X10 by using proxy apps. These proxy apps were developed by the co-design centers, named the Center for Exascale Simulation of Advanced Reactors (CESAR) [1], the Exascale Co-design Center for Materials in Extreme Environments (ExMatEx) [2], and the Center for Exascale Simulation of Combustion in Turbulence (ExaCT) [3]. Serial versions of these proxy apps were implemented in C, C++, Fortran, Python, etc. To parallelize the proxy apps, MPI [4], OpenMP [5], or OpenCL [6] was used in many cases.

In this paper, we show our experience to port two applications to X10. One of the proxy apps is CoMD [7], which is an application of classical molecular dynamics (MD) algorithms used in material science. The other is MCCK [9], which is an application of Monte Carlo simulation for investigating the communication cost of the domain decomposed particle tracking algorithm. We then compared the original apps and the X10 ports of the apps, and confirmed that the X10 ports of these applications showed comparable performance and scalability in a large-scale, parallel and distributed environment such as Power® 775, which is one of IBM®’s latest supercomputers. We also report several techniques to obtain good performance in X10 for typical coding patterns such as array accesses, broadcasts, and data exchanges of ghost regions of data.

Here are the main contributions of our work:

• CoMD and MCCK proxy applications in X10 tuned to achieve performance nearly comparable to the original code.
• Porting tips which include APGAS code that can replace MPI-based communication patterns.
• Performance evaluations of the code on an IBM® Power® 775 cluster.

2. Background

2.1 X10 Language

X10 features flexible support for concurrency, distribution, and locality. X10 uses a model called APGAS (Figure 1). In this model, a global address space is divided into small regions called places. X10 introduced places as an abstraction for a computational context with a locally synchronous view of shared memory. An X10 computation can run across a large collection of places. Each place hosts some of the data and runs one or more activities. Activities are extremely lightweight threads of execution. An activity may synchronously (and atomically) use one or more memory locations in its place and create other activities with the aasync statement, exploiting the performance of current symmetric multiprocessor (SMP) technology. It can move to other places by using the at statement to access data in those places. PlaceLocalHandle, an X10 type is used to access data in other places. It bundles multiple remote references to the objects at different places.

2.2 Applications

We ported two applications to X10 and compared each of them to the original versions.
3.2 Object Access

Use val as much as possible In X10, there are two type of variable declarations, val and var. When val is used, X10 compiler analyzes its type and generates better code. Lines 2, 5, 10 and others of Figure 3 are examples.

Unify common expressions When porting C/C++ applications onto X10, a Cell is sometimes used to replace a pointer parameter. Accessing the content in a Cell is slower than accessing the variable in the original C code. Unifying common expressions including Cell access avoids this performance degradation. A transformation example involves Lines 13–14 of Figure 2 becoming Lines 16–18 of Figure 3. This is similar for PlaceLocalHandle.

Hoist loop invariant Since C struct is mapped to X10 class, nested C structs are transformed to nested X10 classes. The generated code from the nested X10 classes is currently not optimized by the backend compiler. Hoisting them in a loop can improve the application performance. A transformation example involves transforming \( r \rightarrow \text{atom} \rightarrow r \) on the right side of Line 21 of Figure 2 to \( r \) on the right sides of Lines 26, 28, and 30 with Line 20 of Figure 3.

Flatten a multi-dimensional array index and its loop In these ports, C array is transformed to Ra1l. The generated code for a nested Ra1l in X10 currently does not fit the pattern for optimization by the backend compiler. Flattening a multi-dimensional array index can improve the application performance. An example involves transforming \( r[j][m] \) on the right side of Line 21 of Figure 2 into \( r(...) \) on the right side of Lines 26, 28, and 30 of Figure 3.

Replace short array with variables Replacing a short array with variables can improve the performance by eliminating the array allocation and array index calculations. An example involves transforming \( d[m] \) on the left side of Line 21 of Figure 2 to \( d0, d1, d2 \) on the left side of Lines 26, 28, and 30 of Figure 3.

The X10 compiler depends for the code optimization on the backend compiler. However the generated code for the latter four modifications in this section by X10 currently do not fit the pattern for optimization by the backend compiler, but it is possible to optimize them by using X10. We plan to extend X10 to support these optimizations.

3.3 Others

Set class as final Setting a class as final may improve the application performance by inlining the class method.
4. Modifications related to MPI

This section describes modifications related to MPI.

4.1 Initialization

MPI applications typically use the MPI functions through logically defined functions, for example, initCommunicator() for MPI_Init(), destroyCommunicator() for MPI_Finalize(), and so on. The main() starts by calling initCommunicator() and ends by calling destroyCommunicator(), and any initializations are done between initCommunicator() and destroyCommunicator().

X10 provides broadcastFlat() API to execute its parameter in SPMD style. However, data is used independently by each process and therefore it needs to be declared as PlaceLocalHandle before parallel sections start. The main() function can be transformed as shown in Figures 4 and 5. First, the constructor of Buffers allocates buffers at all places. Then, original sequence between initCommunicator() and destroyCommunicator() is passed as a function to broadcastFlat() via initCommunicator().

4.2 Point-to-Point Communication

The sending and receiving of messages by processes is the basic MPI communication mechanism. MPI provides blocking send and receive operations, nonblocking communications, and send-receive operations. MPI blocking operations are two-sided which synchronizes the sender and the receiver, but at statement in X10 is one-sided which does not synchronize activities in source and destination places. MPI nonblocking operations have accompanying functions to query the status of the operations, but async statement in X10 does not have a query mechanism. Therefore, rewriting MPI point-to-point communications on X10 is not a simple task.

CoMD uses the send-receive operation for its communications. The send-receive operation sends a message to one process and receives another message from another process. This is very useful for executing a shift operation across a chain of processes. However, to correctly order the sends and receives is important to prevent cyclic dependencies that may lead to deadlock.

Figure 6 is a coding example of send-receive operation using MPI_Sendrecv() and MPI_Get_count(). Its parameters, sendBuf, sendLen, dest, recvBuf, recvLen, and source specify the address of the send buffer, the process id of the destination process, the address of the receive buffer, the length of the receive buffer, and the process id of the source process, respectively. The recvLen returns the length of the received data. MPI_Sendrecv() is the main part and its parameters specify the send and receive buffers, the ranks of the destination and source processes, and so on. MPI_Get_count() is used to obtain the length of the received message.

X10 doesn’t provide an API compatible with MPI_Sendrecv(), but provides APIs to copy data remotely and APIs to synchronize activities separately. Therefore a programmer can implement MPI_Sendrecv() with these APIs calls. Figure 7 is a coding example of send-receive operation in X10. Its parameters’ names and meanings are the same as those of C version. MyLatch is our own implementation of latch to release multiple activities under waits. First, it notifies the destination that it is ready to send data.
```java
public class Application {
    public static def main(args:Rail[String]):void {
        val comm = new Communicator(args);
        initCommunicator(comm, args);
        destroyCommunicator();
    }

    static def initCommunicator(args:Rail[String], comm:Communicator):void {
        PlaceGroup.WORLD.broadcastFlat(()=>{
            body(args, comm);
        });
    }

    static def destroyCommunicator():void {
        MPI_Finalize();
    }
}
```

5. Evaluation

This section evaluates the X10 ports of the proxy apps compared to the original implementations. The experimental environment was an IBM® Power® 775 server. It has 13 nodes and each node has 32 cores of POWER7® at 3.84 GHz with 128 GB memory. The OS was Red Hat Enterprise Linux® Server release 6.2. The X10 2.4.1 and the IBM® XL C V12.1 compilers were used. X10 was used in a native back-end. The compile options for the original code were "-x86: -O3 -g -Lin -lin -D_NDEBUG", and for the native X10 we used "x10c++ -x10rt pa -O2 -lin -lin -D_NDEBUG". The source code of CoMD ported to X10 is available at [11], and MCCK is at [12].

The top and middle graphs in Figure 10 show the weak scaling performance of CoMD. The problem size is 256,000 atoms/node. CoMD implemented in X10 with “Embedded-Atom Method potential” is from 9% to 25% slower than the original version (the top graph of Figure 10), and with “Lennard-Jones potential” it is from 6% faster to 11% slower than the original (the middle graph of Figure 10).

The performance loss of the “Embedded-Atom Method potential” version in X10 is due to both calculation and communication factors. For the calculations, the “Embedded-Atom Method potential” version uses a table to calculate the potential of the atoms. The table values are stored in arrays and the potential calculation accesses the arrays and this is slower time than the original. For the communications, the CoMD X10 implementation uses the send-receive operation shown in Figure 7. This send-receive operation does two remote copies to send the data (Lines 48–49) and to send the received length (Lines 50–51), while the original C implementation needs only one remote copy. We are considering adding another API to do these two copies in one step.

The performance reduction of the “Lennard-Jones potential” version in X10 is due to the communications. Since it uses less communications than the “Embedded-Atom Method potential” version, its performance degradation due to communication overhead is smaller.

However, both potential versions scale well up to 392 (7x7x8) places. Since each of the MPI processes is sequential, we can run up to 416 (13x32) places.

The bottom graph of Figure 10 shows the relatively weak scaling of MCCK. The problem size is 20,000,000 particles/node with 0.2 leakage. MCCK implemented on X10 is from 30% faster to 17% slower than the original version, and on average 1.8% slower. This performance is due to the calculation. Since MCCK is a benchmark for communication, its calculation part decreases the particles stochastically, packs the remaining particles in an array while sorting, then unpacks the exchanged particles in the array while sorting. Based on the basic modifications explained in Section 3, the sort is implemented as a dedicated method, and the compare function used by the sort is inlined. While the original version sorts an array of structs, the X10 version sorts an array of pointers (to objects). In the results, the calculation part is accelerated. The communications are slower than in the original version.
since it emulates point-to-point communication while moving to the other place and accessing its data. However the communication time varies irregularly, its rate of variation is similar to that of the original version. It scales well up to 360 places, but is limited by memory capacity.

6. Related Work

Karlin et al [13] ported the proxy application LULESH (Livermore Unstructured Lagrangian Explicit Shock Hydrodynamics) [14] to four emerging programming models, Chapel [15], Charm++ [16], Liszt [17], and Loci [18], and comparing the performance with the original implementations, OpenMP and MPI. Chapel achieves more than 80% efficiency at 16 cores although its single-core performance is significantly worse compared to OpenMP. Charm++ weak scales extremely well and its performance is comparable to the MPI implementation. The Liszt MPI back end’s on-node performance was about 50% worse than the native MPI implementation. Inserting native C++ code into their Liszt program, the performance improved to within 10% of the MPI implementation. Loci’s strong scaling on a node outperforms OpenMP by up to 15%. Overall, its scaling is a bit worse than OpenMP. Weak scaling performance of the Loci implementation comes close to that of the MPI implementation. In our results, the performance of CoMD ported onto X10 is 11% and 25% worse than that of the MPI implementation and MCCK ported to X10 is comparable to the MPI implementation, as compared to their results. Since PGAS programs may have many fine-grained shared accesses that lead to performance degradation, much research has been done towards improving the performance. For example, data coalescing [19–21, 24], splitting request and completion of shared accesses [21–23], and so on. Rewriting applications from scratch for the X10 APGAS model and applying those optimizations may result in higher than original performance. However, we didn’t rewrite any applications from scratch nor use any of those optimizations. We ported the applications directly in this study.

7. Conclusion

We described the rewriting patterns for porting two proxy applications, CoMD and MCCK onto X10. The performance was measured on an IBM® Power® 775 cluster. The performance of CoMD ported to X10 with the Embedded-Atom Method potential was from 9% to 25% slower, and CoMD in X10 with the Lennard-Jones potential was from 6% faster to 11% slower, compared to the original. The performance of MCCK ported to X10 is quite close to the original. Those applications ported to X10 scaled well and was comparable performance with the original. All of the ported code are available at X10 sites. We are planning to provide the utility libraries of common porting patterns.
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typedef struct {
    double value;
    int rank;
} RankReduceData;

void minRankDouble(
    RankReduceData* sBuf, RankReduceData* rBuf, int count) {
    MPI_Allreduce(sBuf, rBuf, count,
        MPI_DOUBLE_INT, MPI_MINLOC, MPI_COMM_WORLD);
}

Figure 8. Implementation example of MPI_MINLOC in C

public class Communicator {
    static class RankReduceData {
        var value: Double = 0.0;
        var rank: Int = 0n;
    }
    public def minRankDouble(sendBuf: Rail[RankReduceData],
        recvBuf: Rail[RankReduceData], count: Int):void {
        val sendBuf2 = new Rail[Double](count);
        val recvBuf2 = new Rail[Double](count);
        for (var i:Int = 0n; i < count; i++) {
            sendBuf2(i) = sendBuf(i).value;
        }
        team.allreduce[Double](sendBuf2, 0, recvBuf2, 0,
            count as Long, Team.MIN);
        for (var i:Int = 0n; i < count; i++) {
            recvBuf(i).rank = team.indexOfMin(sendBuf(i).value,
                sendBuf(i).rank);
            recvBuf(i).value = recvBuf2(i);
        }
    }
}

public class Perf {
    val comm: Communicator;
    val sBuf = new Rail[Communicator.RankReducedData](numOfT);
    val rBuf = new Rail[Communicator.RankReducedData](numOfT);
    public def this(comm: Communicator) {
        this.comm = comm;
    }
    def stats():void {
        this.minRankDouble(sBuf, rBuf, numOfT);
    }
}

Figure 9. Implementation example of MPI_MINLOC in X10
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